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Economic Policy, Political Strategy and the British State
techniques • A bibliography of sources further the reader's study of political campaigning
An Approach to Campaign Strategy
This is an advanced guide to running political campaigns. It provides invaluable, practical
The Marketing of the President
advice from the leading pros in the industry.
This is a curated and comprehensive collection of the most
A study of the rhetorical and political strategy adopted by the Roman orator and statesman
important works covering matters related to national security,
Cicero as a newcomer in Roman republican politics. Henriette van der Blom argues that
Cicero advertised himself as a follower of chosen models of behaviour from the past - his role diplomacy, defense, war, strategy, and tactics. The collection
spans centuries of thought and experience, and includes the
models - and in turn presented himself as a role model to others.
latest analysis of international threats, both conventional
Addicted to a Political Strategy of No End - War College Series
and asymmetric. It also includes riveting first person
Among the ways that digital media has transformed political activism, the most remarkable Political Strategy in Massachusetts
accounts of historic battles and wars.Some of the books in
is not that new media allows disorganized masses to speak, but that it enables organized
Politics at Work
activist groups to listen. Beneath the waves of e-petitions, "likes," and hashtags lies a sea Workbook for Political Strategy and Tactics
this Series are reproductions of historical works preserved by
of data - a newly quantified form of supporter sentiment - and advocacy organizations can A Survey of the Literature of American Political Campaign Strategy and Technique,
some of the leading libraries in the world. As with any
now utilize new tools to measure this data to make decisions and shape campaigns. In this 1920-1964
reproduction of a historical artifact, some of these books
book, David Karpf discusses the power and potential of this new "analytic activism,"
contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks,
Political Games
exploring the organizational and media logics that determine how digital inputs shape the
etc. We believe these books are essential to this collection
Political Strategy from Ancient Greece to the Present
choices that political campaigners make. He provides the first careful analysis of how
Using the 1992 presidential election as a case study, this book reveals how the American political and the study of war, and have therefore brought them back
organizations like Change.org and Upworthy.com influence the types of political narratives
process has been transformed by the use of marketing techniques. The author addresses issues of into print, despite these imperfections.We hope you enjoy the
that dominate our Facebook newsfeeds and Twitter timelines, and how MoveOn.org and its
serious concern to the health of the political process including the role of polling, direct mail and unmatched breadth and depth of this collection, from the
"netroots" peers use analytics to listen more effectively to their members and supporters.
television advertising. This is the first comprehensive account of the influence of marketing in a
historical to the just-published works.
As well, he identifies the boundaries that define the scope of this new style of organized
presidential election campaign.
Abstract: This paper reviews the literature on corporate
citizen engagement. But also raising a note of caution, Karpf identifies the dangers and
This social work book is the first of its kind, describing practical steps that social workers can take political strategy and identifies a number of open research
limitations in putting too much faith in these new forms of organized listening.
to shape and influence both policy and politics. It prepares social workers and social work
questions and streams for potential investigation. The paper
Covers the same period as Japanese monograph no. 147, January-December 1941, but
develops a framework to explain why, when, and how a firm will
furnishes more details of Japanese government conferences and discusses the decision to students to impact political action and subsequent policy, with a detailed real-world framework
go to war more exhaustively.
for turning ideas into concrete goals and strategies for effecting change. Tracing the roots of social pursue multi-forum political action as part of its non-market
Employers are increasingly recruiting their workers into politics to change elections and
work in response to systemic social inequality, it clearly relates the tenets of social work to the
and integrated strategy.
public policy-sometimes in coercive ways. Using a diverse array of evidence, including
challenges and opportunities of modern social change. The book identifies the core domains of From the presidential level down, men and women who run for
national surveys of workers and employers, as well as in-depth interviews with top
political social work, including engaging individuals and communities in voting, influencing
political office confront different electoral realities. In
corporate managers, Alexander Hertel-Fernandez's Politics at Work explains why
policy agendas, and seeking and holding elected office. Chapters elaborate on the necessary skills her probing study, Navigating Gendered Terrain, Kelly Dittmar
mobilization of workers has become an appealing corporate political strategy in recent
for political social work, featuring discussion, examples, and critical thinking exercises in such
investigates how gender influences the campaign strategy and
decades. The book also assesses the effect of employer mobilization on the political
vital areas as: Power, empowerment, and conflict: engaging effectively with power in political
behavior of candidates today. Concurrently, she shows how
process more broadly, including its consequences for electoral contests, policy debates,
settings. Getting on the agenda: assessing the political context and developing political strategy.
candidates' strategic and tactical decisions can influence the
and political representation. Hertel-Fernandez shows that while employer political
gendered nature of campaign institutions. Navigating Gendered
recruitment has some benefits for American democracy-for instance, getting more workers Planning the political intervention: advocacy and electoral campaigns. Empowering voters
Persuasive political communication. Budgeting and allocating resources. Evaluating political
Terrain addresses how gender is used to shape how campaigns
to the polls-it also has troubling implications for our democratic system. Workers face
social work efforts. Making ethical decisions in political social work. Political Social Work is a
are waged by influencing insider perceptions of and decisions
considerable pressure to respond to their managers' political requests because of the
potent reference for social work professionals, practitioners, and students seeking core political
about effective campaign messages, images, and tactics within
economic power employers possess over workers. In spite of these worrisome patterns,
party and political contexts. Dittmar uses survey information
Hertel-Fernandez found that corporate managers view the mobilization of their own workers knowledge and skills to practically advance their work. For specialists and generalists alike, it
as an important strategy for influencing politics. As he shows, companies consider
solidifies political action as vital for the evolution of the field.
and interviews with candidates, political consultants, and
mobilization of their workers to be even more effective at changing public policy than
Political actors navigate a world of incomplete and noisy information. Voters make decisions
other campaign professionals to reveal how gender-informed
making campaign contributions or buying electoral ads. Hertel-Fernandez closes with an
about turnout and voting amidst campaign promises, credit claiming, and fake news.
advertising, websites, and overall presentation to voters
array of solutions that could protect workers from employer political coercion and could also Policymakers experiment with reforms amidst uncertain predictions from experts and biased
respond to stereotypes and perceptions of female and male
win the support of majorities of Americans. By carefully examining a growing yet
interest groups. Parties form coalitions and sign agreements amidst cheap talk and strategic
candidates. She closes her book by offering a feminist
underappreciated political practice, Politics at Work contributes to our understanding of the communication. Beyond democracies, autocrats and dictators rule under uncertain threats to
interpretation of women as candidates and explaining how the
changing workplace, as well as the increasing power of corporations in American politics. It
their regimes. In all of these environments, some political actors have incentives to learn and
unintended outcomes of political campaigns reinforce
is essential reading for anyone interested in the connections between inequality, public
gather information, while others have incentives to influence and manipulate this information.
prevailing ideas about gender and candidacy.
policy, and American democracy.
This Special Issue addresses the question of how information structures, information
Strategy and Politics
The God Strategy
transmission, and communication technologies influence political environments and affect the
Cicero's Role Models
Using Power to Create Social Change
incentives faced by political actors. This is a collection of articles, combining game-theoretical and Analytic Activism
Stereotypes and Strategy in Political Campaigns
experimental work. The articles promote novel ideas and address understudied questions, which Integrated Political Strategy
Two Views of Political Strategy and Technical Assistance
range from salience determination to microtargeting, ambiguous voting and information naivety. The New Methodology: a Study of Political Strategy and Tactics
Fidel Castro's Political Strategy
Metaconjuncture
The findings complement the existing literature and suggest rationales for inefficiencies that arise Corporate Political Strategy
Climate Change and Political Strategy
in political environments with incomplete and noisy information.
Mongolian Royal Marriages from World Empire to Yuan Dynasty
A lively, comprehensive exploration of modern political campaign management in the
Marriage as Political Strategy and Cultural Expression is the first comprehensive study of Mongolian royal
The Political Strategy of the Radicals During the Reconstruction
marriages from World Empire (1206-1279) to the Yuan dynasty (1279-1368) in Asia. This study examines
Internet age, based on real-world practices and results of the 2006 and 2008 campaigns. • A Political Strategies in Emerging Economies
the Mongolian royal family's marriage strategies and the political implications of these royal marriages,
complete chronology details the evolution of modern campaign management • Illustrations Winning Elections
specifically, the intermarriages between the Mongolian royal house and its allies, including the Onggirat, the
throughout the text help bring topics to life • Clear concept maps clarify various targeting
Political Strategies and Social Movements in Latin America
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Oirat, and other Mongol peoples as well as the Uighur State and Korea in Central and East Asia. This book
technologies, and online tools, along with coverage of the debate between advocates of ballot access and voter A study of processes of political party formation and change in new democracies. This book argues
concludes that the short lifespans of Mongol royalty after Khubilai Khan were the result of consanguineous integrity • Examines non-candidate players such as Super PACs and educational non-profits
that to understand party organizations we need to focus on politicians' electoral strategies. The
marriage and inbreeding - genetic factors that contributed to the collapse of the Mongol dynasty.
The Compleat Politician
framework is used to analyze political party development in the new democracies of East Asia (South
Strategy Beyond Markets is organized around three themes: Public Politics, Private Politics, and Integrated
How Companies Turn Their Workers into Lobbyists
Korea, Taiwan, the Philippines, and Indonesia.)
Political Campaign Management, Strategy, and Tactics
Political Strategy. The book explores the way these strategies influence political environments, firms and
Paul's Political Strategy in 1 Corinthians 1–4
From Moncada to Victory
corporations.
The Development of Party Organization in East Asia
The Strategies, Tactics, and Art of Political Campaign Management
This dissertation consists of four essays about corporate political strategies. The overarching question I
The Zapatistas and Bolivian Cocaleros
explore in the dissertation is, "how might firms use political strategies to mitigate the expropriation hazards Political Strategy Prior to Outbreak of War
America and Laos
that result from underdeveloped market-supporting institutions and weak constraints on government power in Campaign Craft: The Strategies, Tactics, and Art of Political Campaign Management, 5th Edition
emerging economies?" More specifically, the chapters in my dissertation examine how indigenous firms'
This book investigates how social movements form their political strategies in their quest for social Political Social Work
Marriage as Political Strategy and Cultural Expression
incentives to invest in political strategies in emerging economies vary with the firms' resources and
change and -when they shift from one strategy to another- why and how that happens. The author
Aligning for Advantage
capabilities. To address the general topic, I explore three specific research questions: (1) which firms (mainly creates a model which distinguishes between two different roads to social change: one that passes
in terms of their market capabilities) invest more in political strategy; (2) whether political strategy is indeed through the seizure of state power and one that avoids any relationship with the state. Comparing the Traces the political course along which Fidel Castro organized a revolutionary movement that
effective in alleviating the expropriation hazards; and (3) which political strategy (collective political strategy cases of two Latin American social movements, the Zapatistas in Mexico and the Bolivian
culminated in the 1959 victory of workers and farmers over the U.S.-backed Batista dictatorship.
or individual political strategy) is more effective in a given institutional environment. The first two essays
Contains the full text of "History Will Absolve Me", Castro's reconstruction of his 1953 courtroom
Cocaleros, the volume argues that strategic choices are often decided upon through similar
address the first research question of which firms are more likely to use political strategy. Chapter 2 "Political
speech explaining the political and social goals of the revolution.
mechanisms. Ideal for a scholarly and non-specialist audience interested in Mexican and Bolivian
Strategy in Emerging Economies" provides empirical evidence to support the argument that firms with greater
The book outlines how companies should synchronize competitive strategies with extant strategies
market capabilities are more likely to pursue political strategy in order to reduce the hazards of expropriation politics, revolutions, and Latin American and social movement studies.
for social engagement and political and regulatory activism in order to build and sustain business
This title analyses the nature of climate policy politics in affluent democracies from a number of
generated by weak market-supporting institutions. Chapter 3 "Rent-Seeking vs. Hazard-Reducing Political
success.
theoretical angles. It has been written to improve our understanding of which political strategies
Strategies" complements the essay in Chapter 2 by using formal models to provide stronger theoretical
This volume examines 1 Corinthians 1-4 within first-century politics, demonstrating the significance
would be likely to enable governments to make deep cuts in emissions while avoiding significant
foundations for the intuition developed in Chapter 2. Chapter 4 "Impact of Corporate Political Strategy on
of Corinth's constitution to the interpretation of Paul's letter. Bradley J. Bitner shows that Paul
Expropriation Hazards" addresses the second research question and offers a direct empirical test of whether political damage.
carefully considered the Roman colonial context of Corinth, which underlay numerous ecclesial
political strategies reduce public and private expropriation hazards in the context of the Chinese private
Comprehensive and clearly organized, this is the first integrated theory-to-practice text on
conflicts. Roman politics, however, cannot account for the entire shape of Paul's response. Bridging
sector. Chapter 5 "Collective Political Action and the Institutional Environment" examines corporate political marketing's role in the political process. It incorporates insights and concepts drawn from the
strategy in greater detail and addresses the third research question and empirically explores under what
disciplines of Marketing, Psychology, and Political Science, and covers every aspect of marketing's the Hellenism-Judaism divide that has characterised much of Pauline scholarship, Bitner argues that
Paul also appropriated Jewish-biblical notions of covenant. Epigraphical and papyrological evidence
circumstances corporate collective political strategy is more likely to emerge than individual political
infiltration into politics, including campaign strategy, market segmentation, and media strategy.
strategy. This dissertation project contributes to the literature on corporate political strategy particularly in
indicates that his chosen content and manner are best understood with reference to an ecclesial
Using examples and models drawn from countries around the globe, the authors elucidate the
emerging economies, the literature on institutional substitution, and the literature on nonmarket strategy.
politeia informed by a distinctively Christ-centred political theology. This emerges as a 'politics of
importance of political marketing techniques for the stability of democratic institutions. They also
Strategy, Persuasion, and Learning
thanksgiving' in 1 Corinthians 1:4-9 and as a 'politics of construction' in 3:5-4:5, where Paul redirects
note the potential threats to democracy, especially the use of marketing techniques to manipulate
The Political Strategy of a Newcomer
voters at the subconscious level. They conclude with a set of normative do's and dont's for political gratitude and glory to God in Christ. This innovative account of Paul's political theology offers fresh
Political Marketing
insight into his pastoral strategy among nascent Gentile-Jewish assemblies.
marketing practice that strengthens civic education and democratic governance.
Strategy Beyond Markets
Competitive Strategies for the Political and Social Arenas
The Character of the Political Strategy of the National Right to Life Committee
Why Populism?
Law, Society, and Political Action
Theoretical and Strategic Foundations
Our Political Strategy
Cultural Studies Methodology and Political Strategy
Political Parties and Electoral Strategy
A Political Strategy for a Marketing Company Supplying a Wide Product Range to a Limited Number of
How Religion Became a Political Weapon in America
Customers
Digital Listening and the New Political Strategy
Britain in Decline
"Breaking down into three distinct but related parts, it enters first into a study of the sociology of law. For its United States War on Drugs
Towards a Strategy Under Late Capitalism
starting point this section contends that the law is shaped and reshaped by ever-changing material structures Political Marketing as Campaign Strategy
Constitution and Covenant
in society. Simultaneously the law works back on these structures to reinforce and conserve them. This
Navigating Gendered Terrain
materialist thesis is substantiated by an analysis of legal developments in a series of political fields: the
This book is an intervention into cultural studies' theoretical and methodological foundations. It
This book examines the subject of strategy and its relationship with politics. Despite the fact that
development of penal law, financial law and labour protection law amongst others. A close scrutiny of the
addresses a crisis in conjunctural analysis: that there is no theorized method for conjunctural analysis
strategy is always the product of political process, the relationship between the two concepts and
social organization of the 'legal superstructure', including an amusing and telling analysis of the modes of
as it pertains to recognizing a conjunctural shift or the emergence of an organic crisis. This crisis is
their ancillary activities has scarcely been touched by scholars. This book corrects that serious
behaviour of those at the summit of the legal profession, concludes the first section. The dependence of law
connected to the belief that the definition of the conjuncture is ambiguous in Gramsci’s work, but
on the material structure of society cannot be satisfactorily accounted for, however, without also examining deficiency, and explains the high relevance of political factors for matters of general defence. Each
using a broader range of primary, secondary, and also untranslated sources on the conjuncture,
the relationship between the law and other systems of ideas, and between those ideas and the social formation chapter aims to show how and why strategy and politics interact and how this interaction has had
Carley demonstrates that Gramsci has decisively settled that ambiguity. Through a philological
significant consequences historically. Neither strategy nor politics can make sense if considered
in which they appear. Accordingly the central part of this book considers also religion, art and science. The
alone. Strategy requires direction that can only be provided by political process, while politics cannot approach to Gramsci’s original texts, this book alters the debate around conjunctural analysis and
author distinguishes between 'superconstructing' or conserving idea systems and those which enter into a
be implemented without strategy. In summary, this volume will explain: what strategy is (and is not) offers means to reinterpret cultural studies and its relationship to its founding thinkers.
truly dialectical relationship with the material structure to produce a new totality. He argues that in the late
Campaign Craft: The Strategies, Tactics, and Art of Political Campaign Management, 4th Edition
capitalist social formation the law is superconstructing whereas science has a dialectical relationship with the why strategy is essential what strategy does and how it does it how strategy is made and executed
world. It remains, however, a political question whether or not dialectical ideas systems are desirable, that is, Written by a leading scholar and former practitioner, this book will be essential reading for all
repression-abolishing. In the final section Mathiesen identifies reform or revolution as a false dichotomy
students of military strategy, strategic studies, security studies and war and conflict studies.
which must be transcended. These chapters are aimed at revitalizing a flagging radical political movement
Strategy presents considerable theoretical and practical interest. From a theoretical standpoint, it
through coherent and cogent discussion of organization and political strategy. In this part of the book the
presents the advantage of being applicable to a wide range of situations. Developing a general theory
author developes further the notion of the 'unfinished political movement', first conceived in his earlier work
for strategy also frees it from any regional or thematic context. Strategy can therefore be applied to
The Politics of Abolition (Martin Robertson, 1974). This volume has direct relevance to a broad field of
any context. From a practical standpoint, a strategy generates a number of polyvalent methodologies,
social and political scientists and workers. In particular it should be read by sociologists, social workers,
criminologists, lawyers and law students. It will also be of value as text material for courses in the sociology intelligible both to the academic and the lay person. These methodologies have been proposed as
valid irrespective of the political system, ideology, socio-economic circumstance, or type of actor
of law and jurisprudence." -- Backcover.
involved. The first step in this proposal began with the development of a methodology for theoryThis volume offers a timely and dynamic study of the rise of religion in American politics, examining the
building. The construction of a theory also produced a template and subsidiary method for adapting
public messages of political leaders over the past seventy-five years. The authors show that U.S. politics
today is defined by a calculated, deliberate, and partisan use of faith that is unprecedented in modern politics. the theory to more specific problems. A second set of case studies using the individual citizen as
Beginning with the election of Ronald Reagan in 1980, America has seen a no-holds-barred religious politics actor have also been completed, including the analysis of individuals using strategy in their
that seeks to attract voters, identify and attack enemies, and solidify power. Domke and Coe identify a set of interactions with phenomena, other individuals, infra-national groups, supra-national groups, the
religious signals sent by both Republicans and Democrats in speeches, party platforms, proclamations, visits government of a state, and an international organisation of states. In parallel to these theoretical
to audiences of faith, and even celebrations of Christmas. The updated edition of this ground-breaking book works is a series of practical works, whose goal is to make available the methodologies produced by
includes a new preface, an updated analysis of the last Bush administration, as well as a new final chapter on strategic theory, but without requiring the abstract theoretical work of the other strand. This strand
the Jeremiah Wright controversy, the candidacies of Mike Huckabee and Sarah Palin, and Barack Obama's
includes books on organisational political strategy and tactics for individuals and small groups, as
victory.
well as using strategy in political activism and on how to use strategy to analyse national and
The go-to source on campaign management for nearly two decades is now updated to cover the latest in
contemporary campaign expertise from general strategy to voter contact to the future of political campaigns. international policies established by governments. The book contains a substantive set of worksheets
useful in developing and carrying out a political strategy, making it applicable in both the theoretical
• Updates readers on rapidly evolving campaign strategy and tactics • Offers the ideal balance between
practical perspectives and scholarly literature • Includes fresh information on political polarization, strategic and practical realms.
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